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Abstract: With the advancements in internet facilities, people are more
inclined towards the use of online services. The service providers shelve
their items for e-users. These users post their feedbacks, reviews, ratings, etc.
after the use of the item. The enormous increase in these reviews has raised
the need for an automated system to analyze these reviews to rate these
items. Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a technique that performs such decision
analysis. This research targets the ranking and rating through sentiment
analysis of these reviews, on different aspects. As a case study, Songs are
opted to design and test the decision model. Different aspects of songs namely
music, lyrics, song, voice and video are picked. For the reason, reviews of
20 songs are scraped from YouTube, pre-processed and formed a dataset.
Different machine learning algorithms—Naïve Bayes (NB), Gradient Boost
Tree, Logistic Regression LR, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) are applied. ANN performed the best with 74.99%
accuracy. Results are validated using K-Fold.

Keywords: Machine learning; natural language processing; songs reviews:
sentiment analysis; songs rating; aspect level sentiment analysis; reviews
analysis; text classification; music

1 Introduction

Since last years to interact between social users the internet has gained popularity and becomes
and backbone of social media [1]. It has digitized the mechanical world [2]. Everyone has quick
accessibility to portable devices that have a stable internet connection. People are using the internet
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for business and social correspondence [3]. In past, there were some specialized companies to collect
reviews and feedback, for decision making, regarding the product in hand through the market survey
but it is an old-fashioned way to collect feedback [4]. People are becoming habitual in buying and
selling products online. After online shopping, they post their experience (in the form of a review) by
rating the product or commenting on it [5]. These reviews i.e., feedbacks are important for both users—
buyer and seller, as well. These reviews, on one hand, help the users, i.e., consumers, to understand the
quality traits of the product and on the other hand, help the organization, in making decision, to
improve its quality standards according to the users’ needs [6]. Due to the exponential increase of
e-users, these reviews are increasing day by day. In order to analyze these reviews and establish a user-
centric rating, a complete automated mechanism is required. Internet has played an important role in
rapid popularity and growth of entertainment industry [7]. This paradigm has provided easy access to
all kinds of media like movies, plays, songs and many more, to the people. YouTube is one of the most
important sources to access this kind of content. Nowadays YouTube [8] is a popular platform to host
such material. The quality of the content is generally judged [9] on the basis of likes and dislikes on
the content [10]. The content credibility can easily be judged by simple formula given in Eq. (1).

CQ ≤ 0 ? (“good”: Bad”) (1)

where,

CQ = TL − TD

The Content Quality (CQ) uses (TL) Total number of likes (TL) and (TD) the Total number of
dislikes.

To measure the credibility of the substance, it is not a good quality metric because it provides
limited insight into the content. A better way to check the credibility of content is analyze the
comments/reviews on that content [11]. The quality of the content can easily be judged by reading
the reviews manually if these reviews are small in number. But it is humanly not possible when these
numbers are large in number. This enormous increase in reviews demands an self-sunning mechanism
to analyze these reviews. Regarding this, SA plays an imperative role in analyzing human sentiments
present in the text [12]. Sentiment analysis is a way to analyze the sentiment of the users into positive,
negative or neutral, hidden in text [13,14]. There are three level of sentiment analysis—document level,
sentence level and aspect level. In the document level, whole the document is taken as single entity
and analyzed. Sometimes, results do not endorse the actual expressions by text [15–17]. To conceal
this, at the sentence level, the document is broken into sentences and each sentence is taken as one
entity and analyzed. But there exists a dilemma if different aspects of the product are deliberated
in a single sentence have minor differences but they have reverse meaning. To overcome these types
of issues, sentiments are analysed at the aspect level [18–20]. At aspect level sentiment analysis each
aspect/feature of the product is taken as an entity and can be analyzed. The main focus is to analyze the
review at the aspect level. Aspect based sentiment analysis has a wide range of applications in different
fields, like song reviews, hotel reviews, movies reviews, songs reviews and much more [21–23]. As most
of the prior work is done at the document and sentence level in the field of sentiment analysis. These
provide limited insight into the feature of the product [24]. Limited research is witnessed at aspect level
sentiment analysis, so there is a need to extend research on aspect level sentiment analysis to improve
different business strategies and customers need.

The western music industry carries a good marketplace and it is rising gradually. Internet
technology plays a vital role in its enrichment. Reviews/comments in the entire song help to understand
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the quality of content provided in the song [25]. A lot of work is witnessed on sentiment analysis on doc-
ument and sentence level, very limited research is witnessed at aspect level sentiment analysis. Research
on aspect level sentiment analysis of songs at the initial stage [26], so the scope of enhancement exists
in that area. Therefore, there is a need to explore different aspects of songs and carry out research on
aspect level sentiment analysis. This paper contributes a benchmark dataset named Corpus for Aspect
Level Sentiment Analysis of Songs (i.e., CALSAS). The entire corpus consists of 369,436 reviews that
belongs to three classes (positive, neutral and negative). CALSAS belongs to five different aspects
(Lyrics, Music, Song, Video and Voice) called sub-dataset e.g., sub-dataset—voice. The entire corpus
is annotated using the technique presented in [27]. Partially, this research is conducted to perform
aspect level sentiment analysis of reviews. As well as this study recommends model to rate and rank of
any item (i.e., rate the songs based on their aspect level sentiments) whose reviews are available. This
model is designed and test against the dataset CALSAS. The rest of the paper is organized into the
five-section. In Section 2 state of the art literature review is discussed in detail. The methodology is
discussed in Section 3 which is adapted to achieve the objectives of the study. In Section 4, Modelling
and Experimentation is discussed in length. Finally, the study is concluded with the direction which
will be made in future.

2 Literature Review

In previous studies, efforts have been made to perform sentiment analysis on document level and
sentence level. At aspect level sentiment analysis limited research is witnessed.

In [28] sentiment analysis of mobile reviews was performed at aspect level. The dataset that
was collected from Amazon on three products consists of 1,350 sentences. Their proposed model
takes as input a sentence and identify the Noun phrases as an aspect. The proposed model achieved
F-score of 0.80% and precision was 78.0% and recall was 77.0%. In [29] sentiment analysis was
performed on aspect level on customers reviews using lexical resources by applying supervised machine
learning techniques. The dataset consists of restaurant and laptops reviews. At aspect “extraction”,
the maximum F1 is at restaurant data was 80.19% and on laptop reviews, the F1 was 68.57. At
aspect “polarity” NRC gained 80.16% results in terms of accuracy at the reviews of laptops and NRC
value is 88.58% in terms of F-score on restaurant reviews. In [30] active learner utilizing Lexicalized
Dependency Path (LDP) is proposed to provide additional flexibility to the developers over the
extraction model. The model is implemented in real active learning and simulated. This study improves
4.5% over coarse classes. In [31] sentiment analysis was performed to review a product at aspect level
using supervised classifier Naive Bayes. Dataset used from different domain food, services, price,
ambience and miscellaneous and the total number reviews were 3714. Results were calculated using
two different methods by applying Naïve Bayes. First, the results were calculated without using Chi-
square and the accuracy was 95.87%, after that the results were calculated with Chi-square, where the
value of Chi-Square was 0.2 and the accuracy that was achieved 92.86%. For feature selection, POS
tagging and Chai-Square method were adopted.

In [32] the strategy was adopted to perform sentiment analysis on English tweets using Naïve
Bayes. Dataset conations 6408 tweets, the model achieved 0.63% in terms of accuracy. In [33] Sentiment
analysis was performed at aspect level on e-commerce dataset by using supervised machine learning
techniques i.e., Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine. The dataset was collected from Amazon
Web and features were selected using POS tagging. The model was evaluated using an F-score, where
the value of F—score 95.2% by naïve bayes and support vector machine performed 84.1%. In [34]
the sentiment analysis was performed on online tourist reviews at aspect level. The dataset consists of
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2000 restaurant reviews and 4000 hotel reviews. Aspects identification is performed by using implicit,
explicit and co-referential techniques. The proposed model correctly classified 82% aspects in the
hotel dataset and 91% in the restaurant dataset. In [35] sentiment analysis was performed on amazon
reviews at aspect level. A supervised machine learning classification algorithm has been used to rate the
products. TF/IDF and POS tagging techniques were used to extract features. In [36] recommendation
of behaviors with the help of aspect level sentiment analysis. The dataset that was used consists of
2590 hotel and cars reviews and 3700 mobile reviews (Galaxy S8). The proposed approach performs
84.00% and by using POS F-score 78.76% at cars dataset. In [37] aspect base analysis of sentiments
was performed using machine learning techniques of student opinions. Dataset consists of 1728
records was extracted by using API from twitter and sentiment analysis were performed by applying
Naïve Bayes and SVM. Features are extracted by using POS tagging. Seven different aspects were
extracted (teaching, placement, facilities, sports, organizing events, fees and transport). Naïve Bayes
outperforms the other classifier and the value of the F-score was 0.987. In [38] sentiment analysis was
performed on reviews of smart government datasets. Dataset was presented by lexical resources that
were gathered from the Government apps and consist of Government app-specific reviews. Dataset
consists of 7,346 number of examples. Feature-based SVM perform 82.45% accuracy and Lexicon
based SVM performed 88.41%. The proposed model helps to improve the performance of government
smart applications and their services by analyzing the sentiments of mobile apps reviews. In [39]
sentiment analysis was performed 3,057 reviews on different products available on Amazon web i.e.,
mobiles, laptops, tablets, cameras, video and televisions. Using machine leering classification, Naïve
Bayes outperforms the other classifiers and accuracy was 98.17% whereas the accuracy of SVM was
93.54%.

In [40] customer feedback analysis was performed. Reviews were collected from Amazon web,
which was 500 in numbers, from different products i.e., computers, mobiles, flash drives and elec-
tronics. The products were categorized by applying POS tagging. In [41] an aspect-based sentiment
analysis was performed using word-based, syntax-based and grammar-based features. A restaurant
dataset has used that consist of 350 examples. Total 2499 number of features were extracted. SVM
performed 72.4% in terms of accuracy. In [42] sentiment analysis of online reviews was performed on
the Yelp dataset at aspect level, (i) Laptop reviews and (ii) restaurant reviews. A total 4,934 number of
reviews were collected. At entire dataset Feature + SVM performed 72.10% at restaurant reviews and
80.89% on laptop reviews. Their proposed model performs 68.34% on restaurant data and 70.90% on
the laptop dataset. Most of the research in English text sentiment analysis is done at document-level
sentiment analysis and sentence-level sentiment analysis. Limited research is witnessed at aspect level
sentiment analysis. Some of the work on aspect level sentiment analysis is observed, but it is not on
a large-scale dataset i.e., dataset of 1350 sentences used in [28], the dataset of 800 restaurant reviews
used in [30], the dataset of 3714 reviews on different products were used in [31], the dataset of 6408
tweets was used in [32] and other are listed in the literature. So, there is a need to extend a benchmark
dataset of English text to extend research on aspect level sentiment analysis.

3 Materials and Methods

In this section, the methodology of the paper which is adopted to rate the songs based on their
aspects and to perform aspect level sentiment analysis of songs is discussed in detail.
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3.1 Dataset Collection

For any analysis data is an important aspect. It is not possible to perform any analysis without
data. To build a gold standard dataset and for data collection, 10 top rated English songs are selected
available on Kwrob [27]. Reviews are collected from YouTube. In the Tab. 1 selected songs and their
singers’ names are demonstrated. After scraping these reviews, save them into CSV file format. The
scraped reviews are in ten different files, carrying targeting aspects and a lot of noisy data as well.
To make data ready for the analysis and to separate the selected aspects different pre-processing
techniques are applied.

Table 1: Number of reviews scraped from songs

No Singer Country Title of song Views Comments

1 Justin Bieber Canada Sorry 3,203,542,747 816,063
2 Katy Perry USA Roar 2,932,210,456 638,490
3 Ed Sheeran UK Shape of You 4,449,412,646 910,006
4 Taylor Swift USA Shake It Off 2,832,020,062 517,249
5 Shakira Colombia Chantaje 2,455,461,250 380,955
6 Rihanna USA Calvin Harris-This Is

What You Came
2,275,349,039 287,379

7 Eminem USA Love The Way You
Lie ft.

1,868,708,629 523,115

8 Natti Natasha Dominican Ozuna Criminal 1,889,274,387 259,644
9 Maroon 5 USA Sugar 3,047,850,854 342,142
10 Enrique

Iglesias
Spain Bailando ft.

Descemer Bueno,
Gente De Zona

2,774,918,985 211,363

3.2 Preprocessing

Noisy/unprocessed data lead to unreliable results because the results of any analysis are directly
affected by the quality of the data [43]. To avoid erratic results, different preprocessing techniques are
applied to get consistent results. As discussed above the scraped reviews contains reviews of targeted
aspects as well as other reviews with a lot of noisy data. To preprocess and to get the reviews that
contains targeted Aspects, this study adopted various preprocessing techniques filtration of targeted
aspects, convert the uppercase into lowercase, remove the emoji’s and the reduction string size.

3.2.1 Aspect Filtration

The collected reviews contain reviews on different aspects which covers the different features of the
songs and reviews in other languages as well. For this research, five Aspects (music, lyrics, song, voice
and video) are chosen to perform aspect level sentiment on song reviews. Though there exist techniques
for aspect filtration like N-gram, TF/IDF, etc. but for this study, a survey was conducted from 20
people (10 male, 10 female). They were given options against songs in general to rank each option
from 1 to 10. On the basis of the average score of these options, above mentioned were shortlisted as
aspects. Targeted aspects are filtered and saved in CSV. Total number of reviews that were scraped are
4,886,406. The number of reviews after aspect level filtration reduced to 369,436 (lyrics = 7916, music
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= 49238, song199248, video = 106127 and voice = 6907). Further, data of all files on one aspect is
combined (for each aspect there is one file). Total files are 5, one for each aspect and named sub-dataset
e.g., sub-dataset—voice.

3.2.2 Lowercasing

Several factors directly affect the analysis. It is observed that collected data contains the reviews
in lowercase as well as uppercase text. For the same text (i.e., word) different patterns (mix of lower-
and upper-case letters) were found like good, Good, GOOD, that type of data (both uppercase and
lowercase) cases issues in classification, classifiers found different deviations in results. To avoid these
issues all the text is converted in lowercase [44].

3.2.3 Noise Removal

The reviews that are scraped contains a lot of noise i.e., numbers, special characters and punctu-
ations, that had nothing to do with SA. The extra data increases the computational cost of classifiers
[45] as well as affects the classification results [46]. To get better results this noise is removed from the
dataset.

3.2.4 Emojis Removal

Another popular way to express their views about anything is using Emoji’s. It is easy way to
show anyone feelings towards anything so users use it widely. Users leave their sentiment by posing
appropriate emoji’s [47]. Emojis are removed from the dataset because this research focuses text SA.

3.2.5 String Standardization

It is found in the data set that few reviews too long. Long string sizes condense the performance
of the classifiers [48]. To overcome the performance problems, reviewing the reviews of each aspects,
the maximum string length is defined for each Aspect. The aspect “lyrics” have a review in which the
number of tokens is 11,487 that may affect the performance of the classifier. To resolve this issue the
string size of “lyrics” is trimmed to 300 tokens that cover the 77.68% data. The aspect “music” has a
comment in which the number of tokens is 9,914, the string size of “music” is defined maximum up
to 150 characters that hold 81.28% of the total data. In “song” the string has a maximum number of
tokens are 32,759. The string for “song” is defined as 150 tokens per instance that holds 77.67% of the
total data. The aspect “video” string size is defined as 150 characters per example that covers 88.00%
of the total dataset. In “video” the maximum size of the string is 10,510 tokens. The aspect “voice”
has a review that has 32,759 tokens. The “voice” string size is trimmed up to 150 tokens that tackle
89.50% of the total data.

The aspect “lyrics” has 2,352,407 number of tokens before preprocessing, after applying pre-
processing techniques the number of tokens was reduced to 1,226,830 tokens. Aspect “music” has
8,402,990 and 4,770,486 number of tokens before and after preprocessing respectively. The total
number of tokens of aspect “song” before preprocessing is 15,962,658 and this number reduced up
to 11,595,811 tokens. “video” has 12,639,362 tokens before preprocessing and after preprocessing this
number reduced to 5,801,640. Number of tokens of aspect, “Voice”, before and after processing are
4,269,028 and 672,323 respectively. Now the data is preprocessed and ready for the processing.
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3.3 Corpus Generation

One of the two goals of this research is corpus generation. This section demonstrates the way it is
generated for aspect level sentiment analysis. The corpus is named as CALSAS. Steps taken to build
CALSAS are discussed in details in Sub-sections 4.1 and 4.2. Rest of the process is as follows:

3.3.1 Data Annotation

Data annotation is a static part and is a crucial component for any analysis. It is a way to categorize
the object into one of the targeted classes, e.g., in this research there are three target classes—positive,
negative and neutral, so every user review is labelled with one of these classes. The complete process
of data annotation on this data set is discussed in [27].

3.3.2 Corpus Traits

The CALSAS consist of 369,436 reviews after all cut offs. Reviews are annotated into its targeted
classes, one review assigned one of the target classes—negative, positive or neutral. Dataset is divided in
five parts on the basis of aspects i.e., sub-dataset—lyrics, sub-dataset—music, sub-dataset—song, sub-
dataset—video and sub-dataset—voice. 7,916 reviews belong to sub-dataset—lyrics, reviews 49,238
reviews belong to sub-dataset—music, sub-dataset—song consist of 199,248 reviews, sub-dataset—
video have 106,127 reviews, sub-dataset—voice have total of 6,907 reviews. The entire corpus contains
24,534,221 number of tokens in 369,436 reviews. Detailed statics of the CALSAS can be seen in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Characteristics of CALSAS

Attribute Value

Total reviews 369,436
Positive reviews 256,524
Negative reviews 36,764
Neutral reviews 76,151
Num. of reviews scraped for Corpus 4,886,406
Num. of tokens before preprocessing 43,626,445
After trim function num. of tokens 29,047,762
Review max. length before preprocessing 32,759
Review min. length before preprocessing 04
Review avg. length before preprocessing 113.05
Num. of tokens after preprocessing 24,534,221
Aspect lyrics number of reviews 7,916
Aspect music number of reviews 49,238
Aspect song number of reviews 199,248
Aspect video number of reviews 106,127
Aspect voice number of reviews 6,907
Review avg. length after preprocessing 66.41
Review max. length after preprocessing 300
Review min. length after preprocessing 04
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4 Modeling

In this section, the experimental details are addressed which acquire to get the best results on the
corpus CALSAS. To perform aspect level sentiment analysis, the experimentation was performed by
using five different machine learning algorithms. Later on, the songs are rated on the basis on their
aspects. The details of the experimental model are as follows. The CALSAS comprises 369,436 English
reviews which belongs to five sub-datasets (i) sub-datasets—lyrics, (ii) sub-datasets—music, (iii) sub-
datasets—song, (iv) sub-datasets—video and (v) sub-datasets—voice, collected from YouTube. Each
review falls into one of three classes: positive, neutral and negative. As discussed above five different
machine learning algorithms are employed. RapidMiner tool is used for the implementation of these
algorithms. To validate the model, K-fold cross-validation technique is used with K = 10. Sentiment
classification is majorly divided into two types—binary and polynomial. In binary, number of targeted
classes are only two (positive and negative). In polynomial classification, number of target classes may
be three or more. This research targets the polynomial type of English reviews [49]. Target classes,
in this research, are three (i.e., positive, neutral and negative). Algorithms being employed, to design
classification model, in this research, are NB, GB-Tree, KNN, LR) and ANN. The dataset splits into
8:2, to check the performance of the model on classification of reviews i.e., for the testing purpose,
this study uses 80% of the total data and remaining 20% data is used for testing of the moel (While the
data splitting, it is assured that every split contain data from all songs and classes, in balanced way).
After getting the testing results, to validate the model performance model is validated with K-Fold
cross-validation technique with K = 10. Four different model evaluation metrics—Precision, Recall,
F-score and accuracy, are calculated (against each algorithm). The model performance is measured
using accuracy metric.

4.1 Imbalanced Class Handling

The CALSAS is skewed towards positive class. Imbalanced data cause unreliable classification
results [50]. To overcome the class imbalance issues different techniques are used e.g., Oversampling
[51], Under-sampling [52] and Cluster-based oversampling [53]. In this study to handle class imbalance
issue, oversampling is performed on three aspects i.e., Lyrics, Music and Voice, because these sub-
datasets have a smaller number of records. While under-sampling is performed on rest of the two
i.e., Video and Song, because these datasets are big enough. There exists different oversampling
and under-sampling methods to balance the dataset. In oversampling different methods are used
to balance the skewed dataset i.e., random oversampling, ADASYN (Adaptive Synthetic Sampling),
smoting, borderline smooting, smoot-NC, Kmean smooting, and SVM smmoting etc [54–56]. For
the under-sampling method to balanced the dataset there exist different techniques i.e., Random
under-sampling for the majority class, NearMiss, Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule, TomekLinks,
Edited Nearest Neighbor Rule and Cluster Centroids etc. [57,58]. For the oversampling, random
oversampling technique is implemented on three sub-datasets (Sub-dataset—lyrics, Sub-dataset—
music and Sub-dataset—voice) to balance the dataset. The sub-datasets, Video and Song, have a large
number of reviews so, under-sampling technique is implemented using Random under-sampling for
the majority class method.

4.2 Results

There were three objectives of this research—dataset creation, classification and rating. Dataset
creation process and its final outcome i.e., CALSAS, with its metadata has already been discussed in
above sections. Subsequent sections will discuss rest of the two in detail.
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4.2.1 Classification on Original CALSAS

Dataset CALSAS is comprised of five sub-datasets. Named after each aspect. For aspect level
sentiment analysis and classification different Machine Learning Algorithms—NB, GB, KNN, LR
and ANN, are tried for the best model design. On sub-dataset—lyrics, ANN and GB outperformed the
other classifiers with 73.21% and 73.15% accuracies, where the value of F-score is 84.53% and 84.44%
respectively. At the validation of the model ANN achieved 75.59% accuracy and 85.52% F-score which
is the highest score. The validation accuracy of Gradient Boost on sub-dataset—lyrics is 70.69% and
the value of F-score is 82.45%. On sub-dataset—music, Logistic Regression outperformed the other
classifiers. It achieved 74.92% accuracy, where the F-score is 85.11% on test data. At cross validation
LR achieved 74.73% accuracy with 84.94% F-score. ANN, on sub-dataset—music, achieved 71.70%
accuracy with 83.50% F-score, at test dataset, whereas at cross validation, the model ANN achieved
74.73% accuracy with 84.94% F-score. On sub-dataset—song, Logistic Regression outperformed the
other classifiers with 78.04% accuracy and 87.22% F-score. At cross validation of model, the accuracy
of LR is 79.11% where the value of F-score is 87.77%. On sub-dataset—video, Logistic Regression
outperformed the other classifiers with 59.96% testing accuracy and 74.26% cross validation accuracy.
The value of F-score is 63.94% and 75.87% respectively. The performance of Gradient Boost Tree and
ANN is also close to the LR. On sub-dataset—voice, ANN outperformed rest of the classifiers with
73.21% test accuracy and 67.97% cross validation accuracy. The value of F-score is 84.53% and 80.93%
respectively. Detailed results can be seen in Fig. 1 and Tab. 3.

Figure 1: Comparison of testing & validation results
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Overall weighted accuracy (OWA) on the whole dataset was calculated using Eq. (2).

Table 3: Testing and validation results before handling imbalance of dataset

Algo’s Evaluation
metric

Naïve Bayes Gradient Boost Logistic
Regression

KNN ANN

Test Vald. Test Vald. Test Vald. Test Vald. Test Vald.
Lyrics Accuracy 43.67 42.80 73.15 70.69 15.22 75.59 26.47 58.01 73.21 75.59

Recall 40.87 38.09 99.56 93.95 3.67 100 17.29 58.01 100 100
Precision 83.13 83.81 73.31 73.46 100 74.71 79.52 73.69 73.21 74.71
F-score 54.8 52.37 84.44 82.45 7.08 85.52 28.40 64.91 84.53 85.52

Music Accuracy 50.04 47.24 71.7 71.39 74.92 74.73 41.6 72.80 71.70 74.73
Recall 51.43 46.44 100 97.39 100 98.85 42.59 98.36 100 98.85
Precision 83.43 82.68 71.70 72.41 74.08 74.46 74.36 73.17 71.70 74.46
F-score 63.53 59.47 53.51 83.06 85.11 84.94 54.15 83.91 83.50 84.94

Song Accuracy 45.20 45.57 75.47 75.54 78.04 79.11 59.19 73.67 74.99 79.11
Recall 43.90 43.34 100 99.78 100 100 67.08 92.19 100 100
Precision 88.95 89.15 75.36 75.52 77.35 78.21 79.56 78.01 74.99 78.21
F-score 58.77 58.32 85.95 85.97 87.22 87.77 72.79 84.51 85.70 87.77

Video Accuracy 50.76 53.20 58.43 60.59 59.96 63.94 41.91 47.02 57.79 63.94
Recall 53.66 56.41 84.49 93.26 100 93.96 40.93 48.38 100 93.96
Precision 71.13 72.60 63.85 61.50 59.07 63.62 59.01 62.87 57.78 63.62
F-score 61.17 63.49 72.73 74.13 74.26 75.87 48.33 54.68 73.24 75.87

Voice Accuracy 42.29 43.57 69.37 65.11 70.82 67.97 69.30 69.34 73.21 67.97
Recall 37.06 39.27 100 92.57 99.90 92.32 92.38 93.36 100 92.32
Precision 83.33 83.75 69.37 68.79 70.47 72.04 73.14 72.63 73.21 72.04
F-score 51.30 53.47 81.91 78.93 82.64 80.93 81.64 81.70 84.53 80.93

OWA =
(∑|A|

a=1 EMa × Na

)
∑|A|

a=1 Na

(2)

where EM is Evaluation Metric

N is Number of text examples i.e., records

Na is Number of text examples against aspect a i.e., records

|A| is count of aspects i.e., 5

On the basis of OWA, ANN outperformed rest of the algorithms with 70.18% test and 72.27%
cross validation accuracies.

Classification on Updated Balanced Dataset (CALSASbalanced)

As discussed above the dataset CALSAS is skewed towards the positive class. The analysis using
an imbalance dataset are not reliable. To get stable results the dataset CALSAS is balanced using the
mix of oversampling and under-balancing.

For the oversampling, random oversampling technique is implemented on three sub-datasets
(Lyrics, Music and Voice) to balance the dataset. The sub-datasets, Video and Song, have a large
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number of reviews so, under-sampling technique is implemented using Random under-sampling for
the majority class method.

4.2.2 Songs Rating

After resolving data imbalance issue same set of algorithms is re-run on the new dataset. In new
results the ANN outperformed all the classifiers used in this research on the basis of accuracy and
F-score. On sub-dataset—Lyrics, ANN outperformed the rest with 73.39% and 84.80%, accuracy and
F-score respectively. On sub-dataset—Music, ANN outperformed the rest with 71.70% and 83.48%,
accuracy and F-score respectively. On sub-dataset—Voice, ANN outperformed the rest with 69.30%
and 81.51% accuracy and F-score, respectively. ANN outperformed the other classifiers, in all sub-
datasets, after overpowering the class imbalance issue. At the undersampling of data the Gradient
Boost Tree outperformed the other classifiers with 99.96% accuracy on both sub-datasets (song and
video). The comparison of results on oversampling model is shown in Tab. 4 and Fig. 2.

Table 4: Results comparison after handling im-balancing of dataset

NB GB LR KNN ANN

Over-sampling

Lyrics Accuracy 41.88 25.77 15.22 26.47 73.39
Recall 38.17 13.36 3.67 17.29 99.91
Precision 83.08 82.7 100 79.52 73.66
F-score 52.3 23.15 7.08 28.4 84.8

Music Accuracy 51.36 36.31 28.31 47.6 71.7
Recall 53.97 37.17 21.7 42.59 100
Precision 82.97 76.46 100 74.36 71.7
F-score 65.39 50.02 35.66 54.15 83.48

Voice Accuracy 42.14 39.83 20.85 69.3 53.95
Recall 36.85 34.97 5.01 92.38 64.09
Precision 83.25 81.91 100 73.14 73.71
F-score 51.08 49.01 9.54 81.51 68.56

Under-sampling
Song Accuracy 52.92 99.96 52.41 53.84 46.77

Recall 37.57 99.97 45.97 9.07 38.67
Precision 73.49 100 58.29 100 52.38
F-score 49.71 99.97 51.4 16.63 44.49

Video Accuracy 49.37 99.96 33.09 34.95 33.43
Recall 40.94 100 0 2.55 100
Precision 49.56 99.93 0 100 33.43
F-score 44.84 99.96 0 4.98 50.11

Songs are rated based on their aspects. This research targets the five aspects of songs, based upon
people’s opinion, i.e., Lyrics, Music, Song, Video and Voice. Two kinds of ratings are generated. First
is aspect level i.e., rating of the song on the basis of one aspect. Second is overall rating of the song
based upon the polarity of the comments.
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Figure 2: Results comparison after handling im-balancing of dataset

To calculate Aspect Level Rating (ASR), first of all mean polarity of each aspect of each song is
calculated using Eq. (3). The rating can be generated by sorting these values of mean polarity (MP) of
one aspect on the basis of all songs and highest rated can be find out by applying Max operator given
in Eq. (4).

MPa,s =
(∑Na,s

i=1 Pa,s

)
Na,s

(3)

ALRa = max
(∀s∈SMPa,s

)
(4)

where

s ∈ S and S is set of songs

a ∈ A and A is set of Aspacts

MPa is mean polarity of one aspect a

Na is Number of text examples against aspecta i.e. records

Pa is polarity of one text record i.e. one review

Na,s is Number of text records against aspect a and song s

Pa,s is polarity of one text record against aspect a and song s

Eq. (4) will return the name of the song with highest polarity in that aspect a. Repeating it for all
aspects can generate best songs for each aspect. In experiments this process is repeated for all, five,
aspects. These songs are rated highest among all others based upon one aspect. Details of songs’ rating
at five different aspects is shown in Tab. 5.
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Table 5: Songs rating; from highest to lowest in each aspect

Rate Lyrics Music Song Video Voice Overall

1 Criminal 5-Sugar 5-Sugar 5-Sugar Bailando Roar
2 5-Sugar Shape of You Bailando Roar Shape of You Shape of You
3 Shake It Off Bailando Roar Shake It Off Roar 5-Sugar
4 Roar Roar Criminal Shape of You Chantaje Shake It Off
5 Shape of You Shake It Off Shape of You This Is What

You Came
For

Sorry Bailando f

6 Bailando Criminal Chantaje Criminal Love The
Way You Lie

Criminal

7 Sorry This Is What
You Came
For

Sorry Love The
Way You Lie

Shake It Off Sorry

8 Love The
Way You Lie

Chantaje Shake It Off Sorry This Is What
You Came
For

Love The Way
You Lie

9 Chantaje Love The
Way You Lie

Love The Way
You Lie

Bailando Criminal Chantaje

10 This Is What
You Came
For

Sorry This Is What
You Came For

Chantaje 5-Sugar This Is What
You Came For

The set that was returned was {Criminal, 5 − Suger, 5 − Suger, 5 − Suger, Bailandoft.DescemerBueno}
i.e., name of the song with top ranking for the set of {Lyrics, Music, Song, Video, Voice}.

To find the best overall song we just need to take the mean polarity of all songs and highest can
be reported as overall best song. Eq. (5) serve the purpose.

OSR =
(

max

(
∀y∈S

(∑N

i=1 P
)

N

))
(5)

Katy Perry’s Song, Roar, is at top with highest overall polarity.

5 Conclusions

This research is carried to perform Aspect Level Sentiment Analysis of reviews of songs. A
benchmark dataset of English text is presented. For benchmark dataset, reviews from 10 top rated
songs on YouTube, are scrapped. A short review was conducted to shortlist the aspect to study. Dataset
is organized as a set of five sub-datasets named Music, Lyrics, Song, Voice and Video. After pre-
processing that include different filtrations specially aspect level filtration. After pre-processing data
was annotated using automated channel. Five commonly known Machine Learning Algorithms—
Naïve Bayes, Gradient Boost Tree, Logistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbors and Artificial Neural
Network is applied to perform Aspect Level Sentiment Analysis. Main experiment was performed
twice, once on original dataset CALSAS (with imbalance classes) and then the same experiment was
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repeated after handling the class imbalance issue. The new dataset was named CALSASbalanced.
In first experimentation, for Lyrics and Voice, ANN proved to be the best with 73.21% and 73.21%
accuracy, respectively. For Aspects, Music, Song and Video, Logistic Regression outperformed the rest
of the algorithms with 74.92%, 78.04% and 59.96% accuracy, respectively. In second experimentation,
on CALSASbalanced, for Lyrics and Music, ANN proved to be the best with 73.39% and 71.70%
accuracy, respectively. For Aspect, Voice, KNN outperformed the rest of the algorithms with 69.30%
accuracy. For Aspects, Song and Video, Gradient Boost outperformed the rest of the algorithms with
same 99.96% accuracy. The model is validated with K-fold cross-validation technique with k = 10 and
no alarming underfitting or overfitting is witnessed. ANN outperformed the other ML Algorithms,
implemented in this study, on classification, validation, and oversampling. So, this study recommends
ANN for the Text classification of reviews, especially on large datasets. At the end, song’s rating
on aspect level as well as overall are calculated. According to the overall rating, the song Roar is
rated as a top song. At Aspect Level, the songs named Criminal, 5-Suger, 5-Suger, 5-Suger, Bailando
ft.Descemer Bueno beat their counterparts on the basis of the aspects Lyrics, Music, Song, Video and
Voice, respectively.
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